
• The Institute of Cancer Research, London, is seeking commercial partners to exploit a novel
method of analysing whole-body diffusion-weighted MRI (WBDWI) data collected using routine
clinical imaging protocols.

• A patent has been filed (PCT/EP2022/083857) covering a deep-learning-based approach that
enables the precise analysis of clinical imaging data collected at different time points.

• The new method will improve the ability of doctors to use clinical imaging data as a surrogate
biomarker for assessing the tumour response to novel treatments.

About the programme

Whole-body diffusion-weighted MRI (WBDWI) is 
a non-invasive imaging technique that measures 
the mobility of water molecules within a tissue, 
reflecting the cellular microenvironment. This 
tool provides unprecedented visualisation for 
diagnosis and response assessment of bone 
metastases from advanced prostate and breast 
cancers – and has recently been incorporated 
into UK guidelines for assessing myeloma.

In part, the success of WBDWI lies in its ability to 
measure changes in the tumour microstructure 
in the form of the Apparent Diffusion Coefficient 
(ADC) – which is calculated at every region 
throughout the body by sensitising images to 
water diffusion at two or more ‘b-values’. ADC is 
considered in many cancer types as a surrogate 
for tumour cellularity (the relative proportion of 
cancerous cells in a tumour). As this technique 
is non-invasive and non-ionising, monitoring 
changes in ADC may provide a marker of 
tumour response to novel therapies.

A successful imaging biomarker for assessing 
tumour response must provide repeatable 
(i.e. precise) measurements between 

A deep-learning method to improve  
the analysis of clinical imaging data as 
a biomarker of tumour response 

successive tests. To provide the underlying 
confidence when measuring ADC and its 
changes following treatment, a mathematical 
technique has been developed to calculate 
ADC measurement uncertainty (uADC). 
This technique requires a minor alteration of 
clinical WBDWI protocols to retain the single 
acquisition/single direction images and the 
protocol to consist of 3 b-values or more. 
However, clinical imaging centres generally 
only retain averaged images at each b-value to 
reduce storage overheads and many WBDWI 
protocols consist of only two independent 
b-values – making it difficult or even impossible 
to calculate uADC.

ICR researchers have now developed a new 
deep-learning-based approach that can 
provide a measure of uADC from standard 
clinical images and/or enables a calculation 
from protocols with only two independent 
b-values. Their results from a study of 16 
patients with advanced prostate cancer 
demonstrates the accuracy of this new 
approach compared to current gold standard 
measurements.
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of the network with the same two combinations of filter numbers as for 
the U-Net networks; these were similarly named Res-U-Netheavy (31.2 
million parameters) and Res-U-Netlight (1.95 million parameters). 

For all networks, a linear activation was used for the last layer and a 
rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function in all preceding layers. 
The weights incident to each hidden unit was constrained to a norm 
value less than or equal to 3 and random weight initialization with He 
normal initialization for all weights/biases [21]; 2 layers also used 50% 
dropout during training (Fig. 1(b)) to reduce overfitting [22]. The net-
works were trained with a batch size of 25 DWI slices for 100 epochs and 
optimized using the Adam algorithm [23] with a learning rate of 10−3 

for the light versions and 10−4 for the heavy versions. All images were 
standardised to the mean and standard deviation of the training WBDWI 
set. The networks were trained using a Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB GPU-card 
and the trained algorithm was applied using a MacBook Pro laptop (2.9 
GHz Intel-Core-i7-CPU, 16 GB-2133-MHz-LPDDR3-RAM). 

2.3.2. Selecting the loss function 
We have developed a unique loss function to improve the appearance 

and quantitative accuracy of derived σADC maps. Firstly, the mean- 
absolute-error (mae) is used as a cost function such that the network 
minimises the voxel -wise absolute difference between the target (gold- 
standard) image and the network-derived estimate, σ†

ADC: 

Lmae = 1
NcNr

∑Nc
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∑Nr
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⃒⃒
⃒σADC,i,j − σ†

ADC,i,j

⃒⃒
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for each voxel location i, j. 
To improve the visual similarity of generated maps to ground-truth, 

we also incorporated a perceptual loss using features derived from a pre- 
trained classification network (VGG16) with weights previously opti-
mized using the ImageNet database [20]. Features from the first block of 
the first VGG16 layer were extracted from both the true σADC maps and 

Fig. 1. (a): An illustration of our data processing pipeline. From the nine single acquisition data (NEX = 1, black scatter points) we derive the clinical standard as the 
average at each b-value (NEX = 9, green scatter points). From the log-transformed averaged data, we obtain estimates of (i) the ADC from the negative gradient of the 
linear fit, and (ii) the log-transformed S0 image from the y-axis intercept (red scatter point). σADC is calculated using the NEX = 1 data, as its estimation is difficult 
given only 3 data-points, and impossible if only 2 are provided. It is clear that 2-point estimation of ADC using b = 600 and 900 s/mm2 results in noisy ADC maps, a 
fact that is supported by a general increase in σADC for these data. (b): Our deep-learning U-Net attempts to reconstruct σADC measurements from only input ADC maps 
and lS0 images, making 2-point estimation of σADC a possibility. 
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Dr Matthew Blackledge is 
Group Leader in 
Computational Imaging in 
the ICR's Division of 
Radiotherapy and Imaging. 
His research focuses on the

development of clinical imaging methodologies
for evaluating and understanding response
mechanisms associated with novel
therapeutics for bone metastases.

Dr Konstantinos Zormpas-Petridis is 
a former Postdoctoral Research Fellow in 
the Computational Imaging team within the 
Division of Radiotherapy and Imaging and 
now holds an Honorary position at the ICR.

Industry collaboration at the ICR

The ICR has more than 100 current industrial 
partners and is consistently one of the top-
ranked UK higher education institutions (HEIs) 
in collaboration with industry.

It was the top-rated HEI in biological sciences, 
and second overall for research quality, in the 
influential REF2021 assessment by the UK 
government. It has discovered 21 clinical drug 
candidates since 2005 and progressed 13 into 
clinical trials.

Our Business and Innovation Office

The ICR’s interactions with industry 
partners are led by our Business 
and Innovation Office, a UK-leading 
technology transfer office that oversees 
a large portfolio of partnership and 
licensing opportunities across a range of 
oncology research. 

Contact the Business and Innovation 
Office for more information on our 
licensing and partnering opportunities.
Read more about our commercialisation 
work and sign up for our industry email 
newsletter at icr.ac.uk/partnerships

Contact
Ceri Mathews PhD
Senior Business Development Manager
The Institute of Cancer Research, London
E ceri.mathews@icr.ac.uk

Key points 

• This novel deep-learning method can
provide a robust estimate of uADC for
WBDWI datasets acquired with as little
as two unique b-values – making it possible
to analyse more clinical datasets than

 before.

• The technique does not require changes to
existing clinical imaging protocols – and
could therefore be applied to existing data
for the retrospective evaluation of
routine WBDWI.

• Applying this method could help improve
the ability of doctors to monitor how well
a patient’s tumour is responding to a
treatment using this non-invasive
imaging biomarker.
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Figure 1: The deep learning 
algorithm reconstructs ADC 
uncertainty (uADC) maps from 
only input clinical images ADC 
and raw signal (ls0) images, 
making 2 b-value estimations 
of uADC a possibility.
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